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Editorial 
 

Barbara Gardner 

 

I would be failing in my job as Editor of The Ark if I didn’t 

occasionally ask myself why do I do it and what is the Ark’s 

impact?  As a char ity we are expected to make a measurable 

impact.  Obviously we want to fulfil CCA’s mission to advance 

Christian respect and responsibility for the animal creation with 

special reference to Catholic teaching and beliefs.  We want to 

make the world a kinder place for animals and reduce suffering.  

We aim to do this by making the Catholic Church aware of its 

own teachings on compassion for animals, particularly through the lifestyles of the 

early Catholic saints such as St Francis, St Philip Neri, St Cuthbert, St Columba, St 

Kieran, St Melangell and many, many more.   

 Such exemplars of true Catholic behaviour can teach us so much about the 

lifestyles we should live and the changes we need to make to achieve them. With 1.5 

billion Catholics in the world, this would make a huge impact.  We are beginning to 

see the urgency of the situation - for the Earth, for the environment, for species and 

for individual creatures, including ourselves.  Everything is interconnected and inter-

related. 

 And The Ark has another purpose. I have heard it said at CCA’s Ecumenical 

Animal Welfare Retreats that people like attending them to be with like-minded 

people because being in a Church where others do not share their understanding and 

concern for the suffering of other sentient beings can be a very lonely and isolating 

place.  I hope that The Ark can provide a sense of community too, where like-

minded people can come together and feel nourished by each other’s articles, letters 

and other contributions. 

 This edition includes some lovely meditations on St Lawrence and St Bridget 

by Rev. Christa Blanke and Fr Martin Henig shares his Eucharist sermon with us 

warning of the dangers of chopping down the Tree of Life.  Madeline Warren tells 

us about the work of Save Korean Dogs and Sarah Dunning reports on the work of 

the Save Movement. 

 So I hope The Ark has made an impact on you by making you feel part of a 

community who understands your concern for animals and I hope that you will feel 

comfortable to share your thoughts by writing to us or by sending us an article.  

Many thanks to you all. ֍ 
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Chair’s Welcome  
 

Dr Clara Mancini 

  

Over the past few months, something remarkable has been 

happening: more than ever  before people’s consciousness 

has been awakening to the catastrophic consequences of 

climate change and now there is no day that passes without 

topics such as global warming, environmental degradation, 

mass extinction and resource depletion being discussed in the 

media and by politicians. Arguably, the significant rise of the 

Green Party at the European Elections this past May is no 

coincidence. Of course, the debate on climate change has been 

ongoing for decades and in 2015 Pope Francis’ Encyclical Letter Laudato Si’ was 

the most powerful call yet to abandon the despotic anthropocentrism that has led 

humanity to destroy the planet in favour of a theocentric approach that would 

acknowledge the interconnectedness of all creatures and their critical importance for 

the health of our common home.  

 However, it has taken a child sitting for weeks outside the Swedish House of 

Parliament and it has taken children striking outside the schools they should have 

been sitting in, to get powerful adults to sit up and listen. I am of course referring to 

the movement sparked by 16-year old Greta Thunberg and propelled by school  
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children around the world. This makes me think 

of Jesus’ words when his disciples rebuked the 

children who surrounded him: “Let the little 

children come to me, and do not hinder them, for 

the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as 

these.” (Matthew, 19:14, NIV). Indeed, often 

children demonstrate an innocence, sensitivity 

and clarity of thinking, and an ability to 

overlook their differences and work together, 

that adults seem to have lost in meanders of 

conflicting socio-economic interests. 

 These very capacities, though, sometimes re-emerge in adult humans, 

especially when under immediate existential threat, as the recent celebrations of the 

75th anniversary of D-Day have so movingly reminded us. D-Day has become the 

emblem of the clear-minded and concerted effort of men and women coming 

together in service at great personal cost to defeat the oppression of nazism and end 

a war that claimed millions of human and animal lives, and that 

caused immense environmental destruction. But, sadly, neither 

the oppression of animals nor the environmental destruction 

caused by humans ended with WW2. In fact, the 

industrialisation process that followed the war has led to the 

development of production systems such as factory farming, in 

which each year the short lives of tens of billions of sentient 

animals are filled with misery and end with gruesome death. 

These same production systems have had a devastating impact on the environments 

that are or were home to millions of species, painfully driving them towards 

extinction. It really is as though humans had declared war on God’s creation.  

 To end such a war, the clear-minded and concerted effort of men and women 

coming together in service is once again needed, both individually through lifestyle 

changes and collectively through the work of organisations such as CCA. For 

example, among the cultural fractures and political divisions that characterise this 

historical period, CCA has been working hard together with other international 

charities, such as Compassion in World Farming and political lobbies such as  

Eurogroup for Animals, to ensure that animal welfare standards are not weakened 

but if possible even strengthened after Brexit. CCA has also continued to 

disseminate its educational message about lifestyle choices that individuals could 

make to turn the world into a better place for animals: first and foremost, moving 

towards a plant-based diet as we are encouraged to do by the United Nations and, 

more recently, by Bishop John Arnold.  

 

——————— 

It really is as 

though humans 

had declared war 

on God’s 

creation.  

——————— 
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St Hubert and St Francis Awards 

Making lifestyle changes can be very hard, especially where it involves one’s 

livelihood. For CCA, those who choose to give up a lifestyle based on animal 

exploitation to embrace a compassionate way of life for the animal’s sake deserve to 

be celebrated. They provide invaluable examples of what is possible to achieve 

when we allow empathy for other creatures to guide our life choices. In this regard, 

we are busy preparing for the St Hubert Awards, named after the Saint who gave up 

hunting out of love for God and His creatures. In its first edition this year, the award 

will recognise individuals who, at significant personal cost, have given up activities 

that exploited animals and have become advocates for compassionate living. We 

had a long list of nominees to choose from, all 

of whom deserve special recognition for their 

courage and empathy, and we are very much 

looking forward to announcing the winner. 

 We are equally looking forward to 

announcing the winner of our St Francis 

Award. Now in its second edition, this award 

recognises those who have dedicated their life 

to improving animal welfare and advancing 

their status in human society, often putting 

their lives on the line for animals. Nominees 

and winners of this award are beacons of light 

guiding our society towards a kinder world; 

they are true heroes for animals, deserving of 

all our admiration and gratitude because they 

bring our species closer to God. 

 Through their actions, St Hubert or St 

Francis Award nominees and winners give us 

all hope that we might still be able to end the 

war on God’s creation, and save the planet and 

the creatures we share it with, so long as we are 

prepared to come together in service of a 

common good beyond our own. If you would 

like to join us and help CCA build a kinder 

world for animals through our educational 

work, you can become a member, support us 

with a donation, sustain us with a gift in your 

will or let your friends and family know about 

us. ֍ 

St Hubert 

St Francis 
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News from the Chief Executive 
 

Chris Fegan 

 

This is an exciting year for CCA as we are 90 years 

‘young’ in 2019 and we are as active today in educating 

and advocating for animals as we were when we were first 

established in 1929. You will be able to read in the Chair’s 

report of some of the recent and current activities with which 

we have been involved and I want in my report to inform you 

of some of the plans we have for the next year or so.  

 

CCA 90th Commemoration Booklet 

 I am delighted to say that we are working on a special 90th year ‘history booklet’ 

which we are hoping to have available later this year and certainly in time for the 

2019 AGM in the autumn. Our Theological Adviser, Dr Deborah Jones is leading on 

this project and more information will be available in the Autumn 2019 Ark. 

 

Digital Transformation 

This is a very big exciting project as we are completely overhauling our ‘online 

presence’ with a new website and social media offer and we are planning to launch 

the new website by the end of the summer. It is hoped that the new website will be 

much better than the existing one in various regards, not least as we are hoping to 

have it available in several other languages and not just in English which will allow 

millions of Catholic throughout the world to potentially read about the work of CCA 

in their own individual language. 

 However the new arrangements will also have implications for The Ark and 

we will be moving much more towards a digital offer for it, with effect from the 

autumn 2019 edition.  Then The Ark will only be sent in printed form by post to 

‘paid up’ CCA members. If you currently receive The Ark in printed form and are 

not a CCA member and you wish to continue to receive a hard printed copy, please 

contact our membership secretary, Sarah Dunning or myself as soon as possible to 

discuss the matter. 

 

CCA Conferences 

We are hoping to build on the successful 2018 Conference that we held at the 

University of East Anglia and are in the early stage of planning for possibly TWO 

special CCA Conferences in 2020.  One of these will hopefully be held in Ireland. I 

will let you all have more information as these plans develop. 
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BREXIT and European Animal Welfare 

I was hoping that this matter would be resolved by now but we are still in a state of 

flux as a country and we are now expecting a new Prime Minister to be installed 

over the summer. There is not much more to say at this point in time in regard to this 

‘on-going saga’ other than to ‘watch this space’ and CCA will continue to advocate 

and educate for the best outcome to the whole Brexit matter with the very best 

possible options for animals and animal health and welfare on all respects.  

 

CCA in Schools and Parishes 

I am delighted that I recently visited St George’s School Harpenden which is the 

‘Sunday Times, Comprehensive School of the Year 2019’ to speak to the Year 10 

students about the work of CCA and also to have a short Question and Answer 

session with them. 

 I was delighted that my presentation took place in the school chapel and the 

students were full of questions about the issues affecting them and animals, 

including diet, animal cruelty, animal use in sport, etc. The session was a big success 

and we could have gone on for much longer than the lesson time that we had. 

 These sorts of visits are crucial in getting the CCA message direct and face to 

face.  If you wish me to visit your local Parish or school to talk to the local Catholic 

community please do not hesitate to contact me - I would be thrilled to attend. ֍ 

 

 

From left to right: Ian Cawsey, Chris Fegan (CCA Chief Executive); Lorraine Platt 

(Founder of the  Conservatives Animal Welfare Foundation - CAWF) and John Flack MEP 
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Please Support CCA with a Donation 
 

Online through Charity Choice or Paypal 

or by cheque made payable to Catholic Concern for Animals and sent to:  

The Treasurer, c/o 56 Cole Lane, Ivybridge, Devon, PL21 0PN 
 

By producing and distributing educational material within the Catholic Church and 

beyond, CCA is changing attitudes towards animals globally and encouraging 

people to treat them with love and kindness. But CCA has limited resources and 

needs funds to be able to continue with this vital work. By making a donation you 

can help to be part of CCA’s transformational work to develop a more 

compassionate world for the future.    

 

If you would like to pay for membership or make an online donation to Catholic Concern for 

Animals by debit or credit card, with the option of adding gift aid, please go to:  

 

www.charitychoice.co.uk/catholic-concern-for-animals-1068 

Or go to the link on CCA’s website at  

www.catholic-animals.com 

 
 

Thank you for your kind support! 
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 Please Remember 

Catholic Concern For Animals  

 In Your Will 

CCA’s mission is the advancement of Christian respect and responsibility for the 

animal creation with special reference to Catholic teaching and belief. 

By producing and distributing educational material within the Catholic Church and 

beyond, CCA is changing attitudes towards animals globally and encouraging people 

to treat them with love and kindness. 

But CCA has limited resources and needs funds to be able to continue with this vital 

work. Please consider a bequest to CCA in your will and help to be part of CCA’s 

transformational work to develop a more compassionate world for the future.    

Thank you! 
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Save Korean Dogs 
 

Madeline Warren has travelled to South Korea since 2015 to work with the charity 

Save Korean Dogs. She lives in Scotland and gained an Honours degree in Zoology.  

 

Madeline Warren 

 

In many countries around the world dogs are eaten as food 

by humans. Media campaigns raising awareness about the 

dog meat trade have gained a lot of publicity in the last few 

years. These campaigns have mainly focused on Yulin, a town 

in China where they celebrate an annual dog-eating festival but 

the practice occurs in several Asian countries all year round. In 

most countries the dogs are strays or discarded or stolen pets, 

gathered in their millions to be brutally killed and eaten. 

 South Korea is different in that its meat dogs are raised on farms, in cramped 

cages, exposed to the elements, with only metal bars to stand on. Stocks of dogs are 

topped up with abandoned pets and unwanted puppy mill dogs. The dogs are born 

and raised in these filthy cages and are normally killed before they reach one year 

old, as this will be when their meat will be most tender. Barbaric methods of 

slaughter include electrocution, boiling alive, beating and hanging, as it is believed 

that the more pain and fear a dog experiences as it dies, the better tasting and more 

medically potent their meat will be. The layout of these farms means that many dogs 

are forced to watch their cage mates being tortured and slaughtered, knowing that 

they await the same fate.  

 

Diseases and Antibiotics 

Because of the stressed and unsanitary conditions the dogs live in, they are very 

susceptible to diseases, tumours and infection which are counteracted with vast 

doses of antibiotics. These diseases and medications are passed on to the humans 

who eat them. The large doses of antibiotics being fed to farmed animals are a major 

factor in growing antibiotic resistance and the rise of the superbug.  

 About 2.5 million dogs are killed for food in South Korea, servicing 17,000 

restaurants and private customers. In the countryside, dogs are commonly seen 

tethered or in cages outside people’s homes until the day they are killed as food for a 

party or celebration.  It is believed that eating dog will invigorate the person, cool 

the blood during the hot summer months, and increase stamina and virility. The 

majority of consumers are older men, while most younger people shun the practice, 

thinking of it as an embarrassing part of their cultural past.  
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Nami Kim, founder of Save Korean Dogs, with puppies 
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The Role of Korean Catholicism 

Another major customer for dog meat in South Korea is the Catholic Church and 

their congregation to whom it has become a symbol of Korean Catholicism. During 

the 19th century, Catholics were persecuted in this country and had to flee to the 

mountains to escape. They were starving and were forced to eat anything to survive

- and this included dogs.  The situation is very different today - there is poverty. 

However no-one is starving in South Korea any longer but the Catholic Church 

continues to celebrate its martyrs by eating dog meat on special occasions. With 

almost six million Catholics in the country, they contribute a considerable amount 

to the dog meat economy. 

 On a hopeful note, dog meat eating is on the decline, with a poll showing 

that 70 per cent of Koreans would not eat it. Surprisingly, many Koreans do not 

even know this industry exists in their country, and when it is brought to their 

attention they are shocked and distressed.  There has been a 

huge increase in pet ownership with one in four households 

now owning a cat or dog, which is helping to raise awareness 

of animal welfare.  

 At the forefront of this awareness is a growing army of 

native Koreans fighting against the dog meat trade by 

political campaigning, rescuing dogs and closing down the 

farms. This has gained a lot of attention from media and the 

public. The current President, Moon Jae-in, even based some of his pre-election 

manifesto on promises to abolish the trade (although he has yet to honour any of 

these promises since his election in 2017). One of the major charities in this fight is 

Save Korean Dogs - they have rescued and rehomed more than 3,000 dogs since 

2014 (the majority going to homes in the USA and Canada), and have closed down 

many dog farms. Their political campaigns have attracted people from all over the 

world to South Korea’s capital city, Seoul, to protest outside everything associated 

with the trade, from dog markets to Presidential buildings. They have liaised with 

mayors of several cities to make them dog meat free and have promoted this to the 

public using billboards and bus banners, and creating dog play parks. 

 The fight can be a dangerous one, with the charity’s founder, Nami Kim, 

being threatened with beatings and death from the dog farmers. Her job is made 

more difficult because she insists on never paying for the dogs she rescues but 

instead negotiates with the farmers and local councils. Most farms are closed down 

and forced to hand over their dogs due to flouting environmental laws because of 

poor waste management and being an eye-sore. Lack of correct licences and tax 

evasion are other reasons these farms are put out of business. There are no welfare 

laws in Korea to protect meat dogs which are considered inferior and different to 

———————

Another major 

customer for dog 

meat in South 

Korea is the 

Catholic Church.  

———————
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Picture of the slaughter scene at a dog meat farm, showing the chopping block, 

and the area where the hair is burned off. Out of sight are ropes for hanging the 

dogs. 
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Support from Catholic Concern for Animals 

Catholic Concern for Animals are hoping to help our friends in South Korea in the 

fight against the dog meat trade there. If we want to see an end to the dog meat trade 

worldwide then South Korea is one of the best places to start. It is highly regarded 

by, and very influential to, other east Asian countries as it is a leader in style, 

entertainment and industry. South Koreans are very image conscious, both on a 

personal and national level. They are very shocked and saddened when they find out 

that the main image of Koreans to foreigners is that they eat dogs! If dog-eating 

became illegal in their country, potential tourists could instead focus on the other 

wonderful things about Korea like its wonderful movie and TV industry, it being a 

leading figure in science and technology, K-pop, and its beautiful countryside and 

exciting cities. Ending the dog meat trade would be a win for the people of South 

Korea, and most definitely a win for the dogs. 

 If you are interested in helping Save Korean Dogs you can find out more 

about their work at savekoreandogs.org 

This dog is a golden retriever - we called him Santa as he was rescued two 

days before Christmas, and he was very fat and jolly. But sadly, the reason he 

was so fat was because the butcher was fattening him to eat him. He was 

rescued just in time. 
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 The Save Movement  
 

Sarah Dunning is a CCA trustee and a director of the Animal Interfaith Alliance.  

Here she reports on the SAVE movement which she has been supporting for over 

two years. 

Sarah Dunning 

 

The Save Movement’s ethos is one of peace, non-

confrontation, non-violence, in fact the embodiment of 

Ahimsa. It all began in Toronto with Toronto Pig Save, 

now known internationally for the much-publicised 

court case of Anita Krajnc who stood trial for offering 

water to a thirsty pig on an animal transporter en route 

to the slaughterhouse. The verdict hung in the balance 

while the jury had to decide whether the pig was 

classed as ‘goods’ or as a ‘sentient being’; if the 

former, Anita would be found guilty of meddling with 

someone else’s cargo without permission, if the latter 

she would be innocent because she was showing 

compassion to a sentient being. The trial found her innocent. Numerous Save groups 

have been springing up all over the world, and their numbers continue to grow. 

 The objective of all Save groups is to mount vigils outside slaughterhouses to 

be there for, and bear witness to, the suffering of the animals who have been 

transported there. We also monitor closely the condition of those animals on arrival, 

and gather evidence. The drivers are asked to slow down, or stop completely 

depending on the location, so that we can be quietly with the animals…maybe speak 

gently…perhaps say a silent prayer… 

 

Why are they called ‘Save’ groups?  

Because on some occasions we do have the opportunity to save a few of the animals 

entering a slaughterhouse. As said earlier, our groups are totally non-violent, and I 

must stress here that we never snatch or steal the animals to rescue them. There are 

sometimes occasions when we are offered a few animals who have already been 

unloaded into the lairage area of the slaughterhouse, and who are then brought out 

again to us, and we will arrange life-long fostering for them. In that way we 

sometimes save a few lives, which is very good for those individual beings, but 

sadly most will go to their inevitable violent end.  

 It is just after 7.00 in the morning. Dawn is breaking on a cold late-winter’s 

day. We have parked in a small lay-by on a narrow lane in the midst of the  
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countryside.  At first sight it is beautiful, but on focusing in more closely one is aware 

of a high spiked steel fence behind the hedgerow and trees on the opposite side of the 

lane and, further down, sturdy gates. Beyond, some clever landscaping reveals no 

more than a gently rounded grassy hill, but the building obscured from our sight is a 

large industrial chicken slaughterhouse and processing plant. 

 Those present will know what to expect…they have read the literature and seen 

the video footage. But, by being there ourselves we have first-hand experience…and a 

very chilling experience it is too…which can be related as such to others who may not 

know how their food reaches their plate. This is a way of direct campaigning: speaking 

from our own experience and being able to show our own photos has much more 

impact. Whether friend or stranger, we can adjust how we recount our experience 

according to who we are speaking to. If seeds are planted in some minds that may 

prompt a change in lifestyle, it is worth it. 

 Someone calls out “Truck!”, and the first huge articulated lorry of the morning 

approaches. Stacked high and covered by tarpaulin curtains as scant protection from 

the cold wintry weather, the truck conveys up to 9,000 broiler birds [meat chickens], 

only 42 days old and crammed brutally into crates which are piled on top of each other 

prior to their journey to slaughter. Their wholesale ‘value’ is just 50 pence each. As we 

look at these pathetic bedraggled baby birds still cheeping like little chicks, too young 

yet to have adult chicken voices but selectively bred to have big top-heavy bodies, we  
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notice…their feathers, filthy and 

soaked from lying in their own 

excrement for so long…the swollen 

legs…the bald patches…the raw open 

wounds and broken limbs from 

careless, heavy-handed catching and 

packing… 

 We also can’t help noticing the 

overwhelming stench. These birds will 

have been on the truck for many 

hours, in all weathers, sometimes 

parked up in a layby overnight. Some 

are crying out in distress or pain, and 

some have just given up and lie 

dying…or dead. We have a little time 

to gently show some compassion and 

do some filming. Then the truck pulls 

away through the slaughterhouse 

gates… 

 We gather as a group for two 

minutes’ silence in respect. 

 During the morning three more 

trucks drive in, two with broiler birds and one carrying ‘end-of-lay’ hens. They, too, 

are bedraggled, in various degrees of baldness and give the appearance of having 

just given up hope. Their wholesale ‘value’ is a mere 20 pence each. The condition 

of the birds from truck to truck varies from bad to appalling. All in all, we see up to 

36,000 birds brought to slaughter: 36,000 lives so undervalued and abused, each one 

a living sentient being. 

 Soon after the arrival of each truck, a succession of small white vans and a 

few refrigerated lorries drive through: the first customers. One by one the now 

empty trucks return having been heavily disinfected, and a strong ‘chemical’ smell 

pervades the air. Then the lorry full of ‘waste’ for rendering drives away…leaving a 

sickening stench in its wake. 

 Meanwhile, the morning sun shines on the yellow hazel catkins, magpies are 

chattering among the bare branches, and above in the cobalt blue sky red kites are 

wheeling… 

 The Beatles’ Free as a Bird comes to mind: such sharp contrast to the cargoes 

of hapless avians now in the lairage awaiting their end. 

 In one year 975,000,000 broiler birds are killed in the UK…   

  

Hertfordshire Chicken Save 
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On another day, and at a different 

location, another group of animal 

advocates gathers outside a 

slaughterhouse for farmed mammals. 

This one, too, is out in the countryside in 

the middle of nowhere, and a 

considerable distance from the road up to 

its perimeter gates. There is a steady flow 

of various farmed animals in a diverse 

variety of vehicles. We see a farm trailer 

containing four heritage breed pigs. 

Although standing on a small amount of 

straw, the metal floor of the trailer is wet 

with excrement, and the pigs are slipping 

and sliding about. Pigs suffer badly from travel sickness, and at least one of them is 

repeatedly retching. A larger truck arrives with two decks of cattle, and with sheep 

on the very top deck. The noise of the cattle’s hooves on the bare metal floors is 

deafening as they too slip and slide about on the excrement-covered floor. Being a 

transporter with three decks, excrement has also fallen through the drainage holes in 

the floors above onto the animals underneath. The animals look stressed, frightened 

and dirty. Many are shedding tears; I had not realised before that cattle weep… 

 After stopping for a few minutes as we request, the lorry drives on into the  

slaughterhouse to unload its terrified cargo, only to return later with the sheep still 

on board. They are destined for another slaughterhouse… 

 On occasions Save groups may first visit a ‘livestock’ market and bear 

witness to the animals who are bought and sold, and then follow truckloads on to 

the slaughterhouse again bearing witness to the animals as they reach their final 

destination. 

 In conclusion, it is worth mentioning something that happened recently. 

Following a television programme featuring activists in the Save movement in 

action, articles appeared in the mainstream press. The journalism was of a poor 

standard with gross inaccuracies, along with ridiculous comments about activists 

administering ‘the last rites’! That the programme got into the mainstream press and 

so to a wider audience, good. But it is sad that the information was distorted, 

seemingly portraying members of the Save movement as if they are members of 

some weird religious sect.  

 

For further information about the Save movement please visit their website at 

www.thesavemovement.org  

Hertfordshire Chicken Save 
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Making All Nations Great:  

Human Wellbeing and Respect for all Life 

 

Michael W. Fox BVetMed, PhD, DSc, MRCVS is a veterinarian, bioethicist and  

syndicated columnist (Animal Doctor with Universal-UClick). His latest books 

include: ‘Healing Animals and the Visions of One Health’, ‘Animals and Nature 

First: Creating New Covenants with Animals and Nature’ and ‘India’s Animals: 

Helping the Sacred and the Suffering’, all with CreateSpace at Amazon.com. 

Website: www.drfoxvet.net    

 

Dr Michael W. Fox 

 

"Every creature has its own reason to be.  All its parts 

have a direct effect on one another, a relationship to 

one another, thereby constantly renewing the circle of 

life." - Goethe 

 As societies evolve (as distinct from “progress” 

based on exploitation and “unavoidable” harm) we see 

the end of genocide, slavery, mutilation, solitary 

confinement and torture as culturally and legally 

accepted norms. To make America and other countries 

“great” advocates of animal rights and environmental 

protection, conservation and eco-justice around the 

world seek similar reforms and laws to prohibit animal cruelty, environmental 

pollution, destruction and desecration. Coupled with equal respect for human rights, 

commerce and world trade would then be closer to achieving a level field of fairness 

and sustainability on all sides.  

  But such advocacy is now being demonised as terroristic and a threat to 

national security and business interests that take precedence over bioethics and 

justice for all beings. Any threat to the status quo of exploitation is seen as anti-

Nationalism, anti-progress. Advocates of respect and justice for all life have been 

harassed, received death threats, been imprisoned, fired from their jobs in academia, 

the news media and from both government and businesses as whistle blowers - and 

even killed in some countries. 

  Racism, sexism and speciesism are different coins of the same chauvinistic 

currency of prejudicial discrimination and injustice. When I wrote the book 

Inhumane Society: The American Way of Animal Exploitation in 1990 I expressed 

hope that reason and compassion would have a chance in any democracy and that we  

http://www.drfoxvet.net
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would see progress as a civilisation in our treatment of other sentient beings and the 

environment we share. But now the very foundation of democratic governance is 

crumbling as advances in animal and environmental protection and social justice 

made over the years are being undermined by these same vested interests coupled 

with the needs of our expanding and landless numbers. 

 Many nations not yet ravaged by war are in a similar predicament where the 

demands of rising populations and extractive and polluting industries collide with 

the need to protect natural biodiversity and the rights and 

interests of indigenous peoples and species, wild and 

domesticated.  

 All indigenous animal and plant species and their 

ecosystems should have legal standing to protect them 

from human exploitation and other human impacts, direct 

and indirect, that cause suffering and loss of biodiversity. 

Anti-cruelty laws protecting some domestic species and 

not all species wild and domestic, are borderline arbitrary 

and capricious as well as poorly enforced in many 

countries. Such protection should be provided under the 

laws of every country for all sentient species including “pests” and “vermin” and 

food animals (“livestock”, poultry, fish and other seafoods) where the most humane 

killing methods must be utilized when killing is justified. 

 

 

————————— 

Racism, sexism and 

speciesism are 

different coins of the 

same chauvinistic 

currency of prejudicial 

discrimination and 

injustice.  

————————— 
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One Health, One Wealth 

Our humanity is indeed endangered by our inhumanity. It is for those who care to 

choose in all good conscience in the market place and voting booth. We are not just 

of one nation, class or tribe but of one world where a sustainable economy, human 

and animal well-being and a viable future are interdependent under the banner of 

One Health. In civil society, the common good and the good of the commons are 

inseparable: One Health, One Wealth. 

 It is from this One Health perspective, independent from the prevailing, 

mammon-driven world-view of anthropocentric religious and secular beliefs and 

interests, that the causes and correctives of anthropogenic dystopias, biological, 

ecological, economic, social and spiritual, can be identified and rectified. One major 

corrective is how we treat other species, many of whom contribute more than we to 

maintain the health of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and whose interests and 

rights have yet to be recognized in the courts of law. But in the dominant culture of 

today there has been a moral inversion of the Golden Rule. Decisions, religious and 

secular, legal and political, economic and social, are then made in an ethical 

vacuum of self-interest rather than the good of the Commons. Those with the gold 

rule. 

 

Planetary CPR  - Conservation, Preservation and Restoration 

When our understanding and respect open us to what other living beings give to us 

and the living Earth and appreciate who they are, we realise their blessings in 

countless ways physically, mentally and spiritually: joy especially, which is good 

for the soul. But this means that we suffer with them when they suffer and so we 

commit to ensuring that their quality of life can be properly addressed by 

veterinarians and other responsible parties including ourselves and our dietary 

choices as well as the animals with whom we share our lives. We also suffer for 

them when they are subject to inhumane treatment, mass extermination, 

exploitation and threatened with extinction. Many who suffer for the Earth are 

calling for planetary CPR - conservation, preservation and restoration. CPR for the 

animal kingdom, long overdue, calls for active compassion, protection and rescue. 

 I especially like what ecologist and nature writer Sigurd F. Olson writes in 

his book Reflections from the North Country: “The world of nature does no 

violence to faiths that speak of personal immortality or reincarnation, for a basic 

truth encompasses them both”. 

 On a different note, but very relevant in these times when ‘economic growth’ 

takes precedence politically over environmental protection and reducing climate 

change, he observes: “A civilisation with no love of nature or appreciation of its 

true meaning as a symbol of God is doomed to primeval barbarism”. 
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Animal CPR  - Compassion, Protection and Rescue 

Animals have indeed given us so much since the beginning of human history and it 

is payback time for us to acknowledge their intrinsic value and interests and apply 

the Golden Rule in all our relationships with them. Their CPR - compassion, 

protection and rescue - is surely an ethical mandate under the rule of law in any civil 

society. As a veterinarian, I see this bioethical mandate for the animals as 

professionally and socio-politically transformative - and all for the common good. 

As Émile Zola observed, “The fate of animals is of greater importance to me than 

the fear of appearing ridiculous; it is indissolubly connected with the fate of men”.  

Seeking to live in harmony with each other and with other species and respecting 

their interests and rights is the litmus test of civil society and hallmark of the 

civilised. It is enlightened self-interest because it is our only secure foundation for a 

sustainable global economy and a viable future with quality of life for all. ֍ 
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Cutting Down the Tree of Life 
 

Rev. Professor Martin Henig gave the following sermon at St Margaret’s Church, 

Binsey for Eucharist on Sunday 26th May (Easter 6).  In it he highlights how we are 

abusing God’s creation by our relentless destruction of the environment through 

climate change and pollution and how everything suffers. 

 

Fr Martin Henig 

 

On either side of the river is the tree of life with its twelve kinds of fruit, producing 

its fruit each month; and the leaves of the tree are for the healing of the nations. 

[Revelation 22:2]. 

 

This is the time of year in which the countryside, 

the gardens and the parks look gorgeous in their 

bright greenery and rich floral displays. They 

awake within us the deeply instinctive knowledge 

that here at least is something real and spiritual and, 

if we are religious - certainly if we are Christians - 

our response should be one of praises and prayers to 

the God who created all that lives and that has ever 

lived.  In St John the Divine’s poetic account the 

river is pure, and the banks covered in trees and 

specifically the Tree of Life.  Here is a reminder that 

Paradise is simply a garden; and that gardens are at 

least an intimation of paradise.  Here too, is a promise that ‘the leaves of the tree are 

for the healing of the nations’, for our own troubled nation, certainly, and for all the 

nations of the world. 

 But if one has become aware of climate change, of  the pollution of  the land, 

and of the pollution of  sea and lakes, rivers and streams which are too often polluted 

and lifeless if not dry, as well as of our frequent misuse of  the plants and the other 

animals which share the planet with us, we have to see the breadth and depth of the 

gulf that has come to separate us from New Jerusalem of our desires and dreams.  

 The recent Extinction Rebellion protests provide a sharp reminder of how 

present trends which amount to cynical indifference to the environment, threaten the 

lives of all that lives on earth, and the disaster that we are on the way to precipitating 

will ultimately destroy us too.  That will not be God’s fault; but it will be ours! 
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 The Church has over the past decade or so become increasingly sensitive to 

the consequences of Climate change and is often fervent in its warnings to 

government and society, which have on the whole not been entirely unresponsive, 

though too often over-ruled by other considerations. Most of the rhetoric has, 

however, been concerned almost entirely with human beings. Climate change will 

undoubtedly imperil many of the poorest communities on earth; inevitably reduced 

water supply and pollution leads to epidemics, famine and war. All of this is true 

and the Church is right. Governments, with part of their gaze fixated on achieving 

ever greater economic ‘growth’ and increased individual prosperity are more than 

ever apt to take their eyes off the ball. The Church cannot afford to relax its 

vigilance. 

 

The whole of creation is valuable for its own sake 

My pitch in this sermon is to suggest that something is missing from mainstream 

church rhetoric. Admittedly we have Pope Francis’ wonderful and far sighted 

Encyclical, Laudato si’ and wonderful organisations, amongst them A Rocha, 

Catholic Concern for Animals and the Anglican Society for the Welfare of Animals.  

But in general there is missing the burning truth in theological argument that the 

whole of creation is valuable for its own sake,  because it has been created by God, 

and not simply because it is of benefit to humans. Of course, some nature 

conservation is of direct benefit to humans alongside other creatures. Our parish 

sponsors a ‘Bee friendly’ day at St Frideswide’s, this year on 15th June.  Apart from   
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the honey-bee, all species of bee and some other insects  - some of them threatened 

by agriculture becoming more intensive and by climate change - pollinate flowering 

plants including of course crops and fruit trees.  But there is more to such a day than 

simple self-interest. The local wild-life trust and the RSPB will be  involved. Our 

benefice is interested in churchyards as spaces for wild-life as well as people, and we 

hope to put up swift-boxes on St Frideswide’s for one of 

our many threatened species, threatened in this case both 

by lack of nest-sites here and the desiccation of the Sahel 

in Africa. 

 However, this is not all. If one sees the creation as 

a reflection of God’s majesty, we need to question 

intensive agriculture as well as industry, roads and the 

spread of building in the countryside, for the ways in 

which humans still appear to  see no problem in 

increasing domination of the environment.  It is well over 

50 years since Rachel Carson wrote Silent Spring, first 

published in 1962. Although some poisons such as DDT 

are no longer sprayed on crops in the countryside, the 

fields and hedgerows are more silent now than they were 

in the days of my youth. Moreover, just as distressing is 

the way in which animals, that is creatures which possess anima, life and spirit, are 

treated as mere commodities to be reared often intensively, without compassion for 

them as individuals, for slaughter.  In some parts of the world large swathes of 

natural forest, including rainforest, have been cleared, either directly for ranching or 

else for growing soya to feed cattle for a burgeoning meat market. 

  

———————— 

I have become ever 

more certain that our 

faith demands of us 

deep compassion for all 

creatures, both because 

cruelty of any sort is an 

offense against Our 

Lord’s gospel of love, 

and because  the world 

we are abusing is God’s 

world not ours. 

————————— 
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 Many endemic species of animals and plants have been endangered or face 

extinction in the rainforests of the Amazon and Borneo in order to feed human greed, 

for meat or for the timber of trees that has taken hundreds of years to mature.  

Indeed, in these places indigenous peoples, regarded by ranchers and loggers with the 

same indifference as the (other) wildlife, share the same bleak future. They too are 

regarded as expendable. 

 I have become ever more certain that our faith demands of us deep 

compassion for all creatures, both because cruelty of any sort is an offense against 

Our Lord’s gospel of love, and because  the world we are abusing is God’s world not 

ours and, abusing God’s world has to be an act of the most blatant blasphemy. 

 In our gospel reading today, Jesus tells us that ‘those who love me will keep 

my word, and my Father will love them, and we will come to them and make our 

home with them.’ (John 14:23) That means we need to go beyond the customs of our 

society and be as loving as we can towards all of creation.  Jesus demands this of us 

if we are to be his followers in loving. This theology is rooted in such works as 

Psalm 104, which is a reminder that God is the creator and sustainer of all life on 

earth, and Psalm 148 in which all creation is enjoined to praise God.  
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 Throughout the history of our species there have been women and men who 

have lived sustainably, with love and gratitude, amongst them of course St Francis 

of Assisi whose famous Canticle of the Creatures is in essence a hymn in praise of 

the Environment, an environment made and sustained by God. However, if we are 

honest, too many of us will bleakly be forced to echo Cardinal Wolsey in 

Shakespeare’s King Henry the Eighth: 

 

Had I but serv’d my God with half the zeal 

I serv’d my King, he would not in mine age 

Have left me naked to mine enemies.  

(Act 3, sc.2, ll.455-7) 
 

We have sinned as a society. For us our ‘King’ has not been a tyrannical Tudor 

monarch but our appetites, and our greed has now, indeed, left us exposed to a 

calamity of our own making. We have far to go, much further to go, until we 

retrieve the angelic vision of that river with its pure waters and its myriad life, and 

the fruit trees that overhang that stream, amidst which we can again hear the 

incessant buzzing of the insects and observe the many beautiful, multi-coloured 

birds.  We have so much further to go before we can hope to enter that shining city. 

 I send you out today, having shared the body and blood of our Lord to ask 

you to read carefully, many times, and meditatively pray through Psalm 104 and to  

join in singing with all creation the joyful hymn that is Psalm 148.  And then we 

may begin to hope, once more.  ֍ 
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St Guinefort 
 

Barbara Gardner 

 

Our misunderstanding of and cruelty to our 

canine friends reminds us of the story of St 

Guinefort, a 13th century dog who was 

recognised as the Patron Saint of Infants and 

whose feast day is 22nd August. 

 According to folk Catholicism, 

Guinefort the greyhound belonged to a knight 

who lived in a castle near Lyon in France.  

One day the knight went hunting, leaving his 

infant son in the care of Guinefort.  When he 

returned he found the nursery disturbed, the 

cot upside down and the child nowhere to be 

seen.  Guinefort rushed to greet his master 

covered in blood.  The knight assumed that 

Guinefort had killed his son, so he 

immediately slew him.  Then he heard the sound of his son crying from under the 

overturned cot.  He looked underneath it and found his son lying there safely, along 

with the body of a viper.  Then he realised that Guinefort had protected his son by 

attacking the viper. 

 Horrified by his mistake, the knight buried Guinefort in a well, covering it 

with stones and planting  trees around it.  He set up a shrine for him there.  The 

locals recognised Guinefort as a saint for the protection of infants and locals would 

leave their sick children at the shrine to be healed. 

 The Catholic 

Church never officially 

recognised Guinefort as 

a saint, despite the local 

people believing him to 

be one.  Some, such as 

Stephen of Bourbon 

tried to suppress  

Guinefort’s reputation 

as a saint, believing 

that dogs had no place 

in  heaven. ֍ 
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St Lawrence of Rome    
 

Rev. Christa Blanke is the founder of Animals’ Angels, an organisation which 

monitors and reports on conditions in animal transport and slaughter across 

Europe and beyond and which fights tirelessly to improve conditions for animals as 

well as being with them in spirit and prayer. 

 

 Rev. Christa Blanke 

 

One of the earliest known saints is Lawrence of 

Rome (died 258 AD). He is the national saint of 

Spain and among other duties he watches over the fire 

brigades. He lived and died a martyr's death in the 

third century and what we know of him is mostly 

legendary. But even so, his life story can aid us in our 

animal rights work. He can be a great comfort and a 

formidable force to have on one's side.  

 

St Lawrence - Life and Death  

According to legend Lawrence was born in Aragon in 

Spain. He studied theology in Toledo and was admired 

for his scholarly brilliance.  Later in life he moved to 

Rome to serve Pope Sixtus II as archdeacon.  In 

258 the Roman emperor Valerian started to mercilessly persecute the Christian 

believers, especially the clergy. Before Pope Sixtus II himself was decapitated, he 

entrusted the church's valuables to Archdeacon Lawrence for safekeeping. Valerian, 

however, wanted the riches of the Church for his own treasure chest and ordered 

Lawrence to hand them over. Lawrence asked the emperor for three days grace to 

prepare for the handover.  His request was granted. But instead of gathering together 

all the gold and silver and gemstones for the emperor he gave away the Church's 

wealth to the poor people of Rome.  

 On the third day, he presented himself and a group of the sick and poor to the 

Emperor. When ordered to give up the treasures of the Church and thus save his 

own life, he showed his empty hands and pointed to the poor, the crippled, the blind 

and the suffering, and said: "These are the true treasures of the Church." Valerian 

furiously ordered Lawrence's immediate execution. 

 Lawrence was buried in the Via Tiburtina outside Rome. And as early as 330  

Emperor Constantine the Great ordered the Basilica St Laurentius extra muros to be 

built; today it is one of the seven main cathedrals of Rome.  
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St Lawrence – Courage and Compassion 

I must confess that I am not a great admirer of scenes of martyrdom. I do not like 

paintings of martyrs covered in blood with the most abhorrent tools of their suffering 

shown in great detail, finding them a rather offensive leftover from history. Medieval 

people had an approach to suffering, which I find difficult to comprehend.  

 But, interestingly, St Lawrence feels somehow different.  I love and honour 

him for his courage and deep understanding of the Gospel. I presume he did not seek 

martyrdom, but would rather have continued to guard the church's riches (among 

them, as legend has it, the chalice with Christ's blood) and to continue with the duties 

of an archdeacon. But since this was not to be, he chose to make a very clear 

statement about one essential message of the Gospel: the poor are the people God 

loves most, the poor are His concern, and they are blessed and promised the kingdom 

of heaven. And thus the poor are the wealth of the Church, because what could be 

more valuable than those who are precious to God? Lawrence chose a dangerous 

way to demonstrate this truth to the emperor. And he paid the ultimate price for his 

courage and compassion. 
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 In my animal rights work today I am often asked what it is that concerns me 

so much about pigs and hens and cows and sheep. They are for the pot anyway, so 

what is all the fuss about…? But as a Christian I have to state that these dirty, 

injured, exhausted, maltreated animals are God's treasures and should not be stolen 

by today's emperors to get rich. Every single animal killed and eaten is a treasure 

stolen from God. And it is up to us, the ordinary Christian people, to point this fact 

out. We are called to tell it on the mountain, over the hills and everywhere, that God's 

special love is for the downtrodden and the unloved. The poorest of the poor are 

precious to him. And who in today's global economic imperium are poorer than the 

animals born and bred for one purpose only:  to be murdered? We have to stand up 

for them, every single one of us Christian animal-friends. And in this we follow the 

lead of blessed St Lawrence. 

 Fortunately we do not have to pay with our life, but hardships have to be 

endured in our times as well. Often these are hardships of the heart.  People we love 

and respect are not willing to share our core belief that animals matter. People we 

counted on desert us and we have to go on alone. The lack of interest of the media, 

the ignorance of society, the blindness of the courts is hard to bear. And to witness so 

much suffering is a constant pain and  threatens to break our heart. To remember 

blessed St Lawrence can help. 

 Mediaeval people believed in saints to work miracles, to rescue from suffering 

and danger, even death. I think this no longer fits our modern scientific approach to 

life and its occurrences. But what helps me tremendously is to remind myself that 

there have been great believers in the past, people who risked all in the name of God. 

And to remember them almost always provides me with enough courage and 

compassion, faith and strength to go on proclaiming God's love for His animal 

children.  
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The Tears of St Lawrence 

For me ancient St Lawrence is a most compassionate saint and quite often I 

remember him and his sacrifice. There is a lovely celestial symbol of his love and 

care. Every year in mid-August the Perseid meteor shower can be observed in the 

western hemisphere. This annual heavenly event is called "the tears of St Lawrence" 

in honour of  the saint's compassion with the poor and sick and dispirited people in 

Rome. 

 Once I watched the Perseids in Southern France. Shooting stars were racing 

across the sky, leaving brilliant traces of light. It was a spectacular experience I will 

never forget. And when sadness about the animals' cruel fate, about the lack of 

compassion in my fellow humans, about the Churches turning a blind eye to so 

much suffering, when all this becomes too much to bear and tears threaten to 

overwhelm us, we can think of the "Tears of St Lawrence". We can beg the Saint to 

be near us with his gentle spirit, to share our tears, and to comfort our sadness. And 

when our tears are shed in honest grief we will feel his comforting presence and our 

strength will be renewed.  

 For animal rights people to remember and honour St Lawrence can be of 

great help. His courage is a shining example of how to deal with threats and danger. 

His compassion leads the way through the centuries to today's poor: the maltreated 

and suffering animals. His spiritual comfort is offered to us in times of need and will 

shower us like shooting stars with light and hope. ֍ 

 

  

Perseid Meteor Shower 
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Meditation on St Lawrence 
 

 

St Lawrence, 

I wish for your courage to make me strong,    

when I suffer from cowardice and fear, 

when I am frightened 

and in danger of losing heart. 

I want to fight for the animals' rights 

with courage, creativity and determination, 

and never succumb to cowardice 

thus becoming a traitor to the animals' 

cause. 

 

St Lawrence, 

I share your compassion. 

When I look out for animals in need, 

when I take care of them, 

and nurse their hurt bodies and wounded 

souls 

I want to be strong and serve them in their 

need 

and treat them with skill and kindness. 

I want to have strength enough to 

accompany those who cannot be healed  

to death's door with gentle hands and a 

loving heart. 

 

St Lawrence,  

I wish I had you at my side 

when sadness overcomes me, 

when I weep bitter tears of despair. 

When hope and joy have deserted me,  

then I imagine being showered with your stars 

to rekindle the flame of hope, 

to show me the way, 

and to bring God's light into the darkness.  

 

Rev. Christa Blanke  
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St Bridget of Sweden  
 

Rev. Christa Blanke 

 
Wife, mother and visionary, St 

Bridget (1303 – 1373) is one of the 

few saints who was married and had 

children.  She is the national saint of 

Sweden and patron saint of Europe.  

Her life story makes fascinating 

reading. 

 

St Bridget – life and work 

Bridget lost her mother when she was 

only eleven years old and was raised by 

a devout aunt from whom she received 

intensive religious education in a time 

when it was very unusual for women to 

be literate. At the age of 18, she was 

married to the nobleman Ulf 

Gudmarsson.  She successfully raised 

four sons and four daughters, no small 

feat in times when child mortality was 

high. 

 She managed her husband's estate, established several hospitals and soup 

kitchens  and assisted there in person when necessary. Her works of charity made her 

well known, as did the numerous Christian pamphlets she wrote. She kept up 

extensive correspondence with distinguished theologians of her time.  

 In 1335 Magnus Eriksson, King of Sweden and Norway, called Bridget to his 

court in Stockholm. Strong-willed and intelligent, she served there successfully as 

his steward while continuing with her former tasks.  

 In 1342-43 Bridget and her husband went on a pilgrimage to Santiago de 

Compostela. Shortly after their return to Sweden Ulf died.  

 Bridget now devoted herself entirely to a religious and ascetic life. The 

visions which she claimed to have had from her early childhood now became more 

frequent and compelling. She believed that Christ Himself appeared to her. She 

decided to found a convent, the Order of St Saviour. The king himself endowed the 

order with the large property of Vadstena. 
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   To obtain papal confirmation for her order, Bridget and her daughter 

Catherine travelled to Rome in 1349 where she took up residence and got deeply 

involved in church politics.  She made many pilgrimages throughout Europe. Finally 

Catherine and her brother, Birger, accompanied their mother on a pilgrimage to the 

Holy Land; shortly after their return to Rome Bridget died, in July 1373. 

 In 1374, in obedience to Bridget's wish, Catherine brought her mother's body 

back to Sweden for burial at Vadstena, the motherhouse of the Order of St Saviour, 

now also called the Brigittine Order. In 1391, less than 20 years after her death, she 

was canonized by Boniface IX.  

 

A formidable woman 

Bridget was an exceptional woman in many ways. She gave birth to and raised eight 

children. She kept house for her family, ran the extensive estate of her husband and 

served ably at her king's court as steward. She founded several charities and a 

monastic order. She made pilgrimages to Italy, Spain and the Holy Land when she 

was no longer young, enduring the uncomfortable means of transport available in 

the 14th century. She was an accomplished writer and produced over 600 political 

and religious pamphlets. She was a woman in a man's world but made herself heard 

in matters of politics and church.  

 I am fascinated by the sheer physical, mental und spiritual powers this 

woman must have had to attend to all these tasks. She accomplished on her own 

what several people in combination could not have achieved. How on earth did she 

do it? 

 For knowledge about the personal life and beliefs of St. Bridget we do not 

have to rely on secondary sources. She left us the treasures of her carefully 

composed  "Revelationes" where she describes her many visions. Her political and 

theological opinions are expressed clearly and in detail in her letters and pamphlets. 

Most of it makes strange reading for us in the 21st century.  But what emerges 

vividly is the portrait of a formidable woman for whom God was of the utmost 

importance. She appears to have loved her family dearly,  but Jesus Christ was the 

love of her life. Bridget's mission in life was to serve God to the best of her abilities, 

and these abilities were many and extraordinary. She put her gifts at God's disposal. 

She bent her strong will under his command. She never ceased to ask for his 

guidance.  And she unfailingly trusted in him to protect her from evil and harm.  We 

may assume that she had her own dark nights of the soul, that she knew about 

temptation, despair and dwindling hope as we all do. The hagiographists just don't 

mention it. But in the end her faith endured and her life ended as it began – secure in 

God's love. 
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St Bridget - our personal assistant 

We can learn a lot for our animal rights work from the life and the teachings of St 

Bridget, when we approach her with an open mind and a humble heart. 

 I have never met any serious animal rights person who was not struggling 

with an overwhelming workload. There is just too much to do and too few people 

willing to share the burden. Sometimes we feel completely drained. And there are 

days when the obstacles just seem too great and we feel we are coming close to the 

limit of what is possible for us. 

 This is the time to turn to St Bridget and to ask for her spiritual support, for 

strength and guidance. She must have worked extremely long hours to achieve all 

she did and she surely knew about exhausting workloads.  She will understand.  

 Animal rescue, animal welfare, animal rights activities are very often done by 

women, such as our own Animals' Angels ladies. In the brutal world of animal 

transport we suffer a lot from sexism. We are ridiculed, patronized and ignored, our 

female dignity is violated, sometimes we are physically attacked and to have our 

tyres slashed in revenge happens frequently. I know that many women suffer similar 

abuse when they try to keep animals from harm.   

 Whenever this happens this is the time to turn to St Bridget and ask for her 

spiritual help to overcome one's fear and anger and remain true to the animals. She  
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was a woman in a medieval man's world and surely knows all there is to know about 

male arrogance and violence. She will understand. 

 In order to help and protect animals many people undertake long and tiring 

journeys by aircraft, train or car. When animals are shipped mercilessly around the 

globe, their protectors have to cover the same distances. Criss-crossing Europe, 

Asia,  Australia and Africa behind trucks loaded with frightened animals in extreme 

distress, the Animals' Angels ladies experience travel fatigue to a high degree, as do 

many other people working tirelessly for animals at global conferences. 

 Whenever we simply cannot stand the idea of yet another hotel, the next 

rented car, another suitcase to pack and the next flight to catch, this is the time to 

turn to St Bridget and ask for her spiritual support.  In her time she undertook many 

long pilgrimages under sometimes appalling conditions and she surely knows all 

about travel fatigue. She will understand.  

 Much invaluable work for animal rights and animal protection is done at our 

desks and with the help of our computers. But there are moments when it all appears 

pointless. The right words simply won't come. We are not able to express our heart's 

desire adequately.  The media releases we so painstakingly create end up in the 

wastepaper baskets of the journalists. Our letters to the editor are never printed. 

 Whenever we have this horrible feeling that our words fail us and all our PR 

efforts are completely useless exercises, this is the time to turn to St Bridget for 

renewed energy and creative ideas. She was a very popular writer in her time, and 

she surely knows all about the painful search for the right words and the frustration 

when they are not found. She will understand.   

 There are many mothers and fathers of families willing to do their bit for the 

animals.  They have to deal with the problem of combining family obligations with 

rescue work or political initiatives for animal rights.  This is easier said than done. A 

dangerously ill dog or cat needs constant care and this is not easily combined with 

driving the daughter to piano lessons and the son to football training. The board 

meeting of the local animal rights group may clash with long-delayed jobs of ironing 

and sewing and raise the problem of a babysitter.  And at the back of the mind there 

lingers the question: Are we good enough as mothers and fathers for the children we 

love so dearly, when so much of our time and attention is taken up with animal 

welfare? On the other hand: can we give up on the animals because of our family 

obligations? 

 Whenever we have this feeling of inadequacy this is the time to remember St 

Bridget and pray for her spiritual solidarity. She is pictured across the centuries as a 

devoted mother of eight. And even if she had an army of nannies at her command 

and the conditions for child-raising were different then, we can tell her about our 

predicament of clashing responsibilities.  She will understand.  
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St Bridget's secret 

The great secret of St Bridget's life was her connection with God and his son Jesus. 

She tried to write her visions down and explain her faith, but the relationship 

between this remarkable woman and God ultimately remains the great mystery of 

her life. And rightly so, because some matters of faith do not tolerate the prying eyes 

of others.  

 What her life and work essentially tells us is that difficult tasks and a 

multitude of obligations should never take priority over our permanent connection 

with God. Daily prayer and meditation are more important than everything else. 

And if urgent rescue work cannot be delayed, we can still honour and praise the 

Lord in our hearts while rushing to an emergency.  And it is always much more 

effective in the end to write one less letter to the MP and turn to praying instead. 

God himself is our strength and our shield, as he was for St Bridget. Without Him 

we will surely lose our way and become useless for the animal members of the great 

family of life. 

 For me personally this is the most important feature of St Bridget's life and 

work: her unbreakable relationship with God. I do not have visions as she claimed to 

have had; maybe this was a special disposition of people during her times. But I 

experience daily the certainty that when I refer to God and rely on him in all things, 

my work for the animals becomes not only much easier but also more effective. 
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Meditation on St Bridget 

 
 

St Bridget, 

I have chosen to stand up for the animals  

as my life's work and task. 

My field of action is so much smaller 

than yours 

and my influence is very limited. 

I recognize the rich inheritance you left 

and ask myself: how did she do it? 

 

St Bridget,  

When today's  powers-that-be ignore 

animal rights, 

I remember your political struggles.  

When the right words to describe the 

animals' plight desert me, 

I think of your inspired letters,  

and I feel encouraged by your example, 

to carry on with an overwhelming 

workload.  

 

St Bridget, 

I want to follow in your footsteps  

and be close to God and our Lord Jesus 

Christ. 

I want to recognize 

God's mysterious presence in everything. 

So that when my life here finally ends 

I may join in the eternal praise of the 

Almighty. 

 

Rev. Christa Blanke 
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Book Review 
 

‘Lady Patricia’ by John Bryant 
  

A midnight crime and a freak 

death at an animal sanctuary 

result in a disparate herd of rescued 

horses and ponies taking to the 

roads, led by their unique leader, 

'Lady Patricia.' Does she have a 

destination in her mind? Why was 

the equine exodus raised in the 

House of Commons? Who is 

assisting her quest for freedom? 

Why is a former commando 

involved? Who wants to kill her? 

 John Bryant’s first novel is a 

wonderful opening into the animal 

world.  Bryant is one of the greats 

of the animal welfare movement.  

He achieved huge advances as 

national Vice Chair of the RSPCA 

in the crucial 1970s. Now he is the 

leading world figure in how to 

humanely reorganise wildlife and 

humans when their lives come into 

conflict. 

  In the novel Bryant gets inside the skins and the minds of a herd of rescued 

horses led by their feisty leader ‘Lady Patricia’.  Murder is in the air.  Questions are 

asked in Parliament! 

  

John Bryant writes beautifully, 

  

Dr Richard D. Ryder 

published in 2018 by www.lulu.com 
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Late Lullaby 
 

John Camp 

 May other wings from other realms arise 

 Before you in your fragile innocence 

 To shield you in the moment when your cries 

 Go up unheard amid the violence 

 That is the lot of you and all your kind. 

 And may the higher Soul that knows your heart 

 Reveal itself within your fading mind 

 With softened words or sighs that may impart 

 To you the love that sees and feels your pain 

 And suffers on beside you where you lie 

 Among the thousands more that will be slain, 

 Unnamed and without care.  And when you die 

 I pray that Soul will find you out to keep 

 You safe and saintly in your slaughtered sleep. 
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It’s just as well you cannot read 

The blood-red daub upon your back – 

A stroke of luck you can’t take heed 

As gaps appear within the pack. 

 

Small mercy too that the coded bands 

Punched in your ears are meaningless 

(To you at least), when bloody hands 

Come to tick them off their loading list. 

 

And let’s not forget the irony 

That numbers are the warrant for your death, 

While your every hair is counted 

By the One who gave you breath. 

 

 

It’s a kind of blessing, some would say, 

That your shortened life is hid from view; 

So you can bide from day to day, 

Saved from knowing what, in time, is due. 

 

And yet the signs are there to see 

As if to advertise the fact 

That in days to come you will not be – 

And no eye will watch the deadly act 

 

That casts you off to some better place 

Whose portal is the door to hell: 

‘The lamb that looks you in the face’ 

Stares, unwitting, at death as well. 

 

 

Counting Sheep 
 

John Camp 
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Go Vegan 
 

New Book by Marlene Tara-Watson 
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Symbols 
 

Marlene Watson-Tara is a long-time vegan, activist, lover of animals, nature and 

life with a passion for human ecology. As a high profiled and dedicated health 

counsellor and teacher with over 40 years-experience in the health industry, 

Marlene's dietary advice draws from the fields of Macrobiotic Nutrition, her studies 

in Traditional Chinese Medicine and her certification in Plant-Based Nutrition. She 

has trained private chefs for royal families and has clients from the world of the 

movies and arts.  

Marlene Tara-Watson 

 

No one really knows when humans started cooking their food, but one thing is 

sure, every culture did it. For  over  a million years we have been learning the 

magic of food and fire.  It doesn’t matter if you lived in the frozen north or the 

jungles of the tropics, human beings cook their foods.  

 Our ancestors discovered that cooking makes food easier to digest, brings out 

hidden flavors and kills off harmful bacteria. It is a basic life skill and is now more 

important than ever. As food processing becomes more industrialized, the use of 

chemicals in the growing, transport and processing has increased. Food has lost 

much of its nutritional value and laced with mystery ingredients. It’s time to reclaim 

the kitchen and know what we’re eating. Making our own food in our own kitchen 

is creative, empowering and heathy.  

 As a graduate of the T. Colin Campbell, Cornell course in Plant-Based 

Nutrition, I can assure you that these recipes not only please the senses but are 

designed to improve personal and planetary health. There is no reason why the 

foods that are proven to contribute most profoundly to our health cannot be 

prepared to provide delicious meals. We should expect it.  

 When nutritionists attend our Macrobiotic Health Coach programme, they 

tell us that we have opened a huge 

window of opportunity to them. 

Instead of merely offering their 

clients supplements, they start to 

teach them how to cook. That’s 

what makes me excited. Getting 

people back into their kitchens. 

 You will find morsels of 

information throughout the book 

in sidebars.  They are identified by 

the following symbols:  
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The Microscope indicates Science  

When you see this sign there will be a short note of 

recent Science that confirms the health benefits of a 

vegan diet. You may be surprised that most of this 

information has been available for decades. It is 

heartening that a message that presents such hope 

and potential to both prevent and manage disease is 

finally filtering into the mainstream. Veganism is not 

a fad.  It is an important movement toward 

redefining good nutrition and having an ethical 

approach to eating and living.  

 

The Tree the Environment  

This icon represents The Environment. For many 

people the shift to vegan eating is driven by 

environmental concerns. One of the most important 

aspects of our food choices is the impact that they 

have on the planet. It is a fact that some of the most 

critical influences on climate change and species loss 

are directly related to what we eat. A healthy diet 

should be sustainable and benefit all life, human and 

non-human alike. 

 

The Spiral is Ancient Wisdom  

The thoughts and actions you will find under this 

symbol we call Ancient Wisdom. We have a tendency 

to think that “modern” is always best, but this is not 

always the case. Our collective ancestors prized some 

traditions that are especially important for living a 

healthy life. Some of these had to do with food 

selection or preparation and some addressed our way 

of thinking. Remember, “There is nothing new under 

the sun”.  ֍ 

 

Images provided by Marlene Tara-Watson. 
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 Recipe from GoVegan by Marlene Tara-Watson 
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World’s First Jewish Vegan Centre 

Lara Balsam - JVS Chief Executive 

 

The Jewish Vegetarian Society (JVS) was delighted to  

unveil its brand new vegan community centre on 2nd 

June 2019. The venue, complete with versatile main 

hall, professional kitchen, conference room and large 

garden is already open for business, hosting events and 

being hired out by many different community groups. See 

our website jvs.org.uk for hire rates, and JVS events. ֍ 

  

http://jvs.org.uk/
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Report on the Meeting of the 

All-Party Parliamentary Group on Vegetarianism and 

Veganism on 1st May 2019   
 

Chair: Christine Rees MP & Vice Chair: Kerry McCarthy MP   

 

Judith Wilkings, QCA Member, AIA Director 

 

  

 Eating away at climate change with negative emissions: Repurposing UK 

agricultural land to meet climate goals. 

 

‘New research from Harvard models for the first time a Paris

-compliant UK agricultural system, taking into account its 

particular topography. The research details how the UK 

could reforest a portion of agricultural land, soaking up the 

equivalent of 9 years’ greenhouse gas emissions and 

boosting self-sufficiency at the same time, providing enough 

protein and calories for the UK population.’ 

 The speaker Dr Helen Harwatt is a fellow at Harvard 

Law School. She is an international award-winning 

researcher and scientific author specialising in the field of planetary health. She has 

co-authored a new report with Matthew N Hayek dated 11th April 2019 Eating Away 

at Climate Change with Negative Emissions: Repurposing UK agricultural land to 

meet climate goals. 

 The report states that the UK is not on track to meet its legally binding 

commitment in reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 80 per cent by 2050 

under the UK Climate Change Act, and even further reductions would be required to 

align with the 1.5 degrees Celsius aspiration of the Paris Agreement. The report 

outlines two scenarios to reduce GHG which both meet protein and calorie 

requirements for the entire UK population and improve food security. The scenarios 

are meant to be considered alongside other measurers to bring emissions in line with 

Paris goals.  It invites us to look at a different way of producing food to become more 

self-efficient. To shift from animal to plant based food production. Repurposing 

portions of agricultural land for Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR). Returning spared 

agricultural land to natural forest cover maximises climate benefits and provides 

opportunities for wildlife species reintroduction. ֍ 
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How Veganism is Compatible with my Catholic Faith 
 

T Smith is a lifelong Catholic and University of Notre Dame graduate.  She is an 

animal rights activist and vegan who devotes her life to being a voice for animals. 

 

T Smith 

 

As a Catholic I am called upon to live a life which is pleasing to God and 

proactively exemplifies the teachings of Jesus in my interactions with others. 

For me this means showing love and compassion for all living beings through a 

vegan lifestyle. 

 My heart has always recognised the sanctity of creation, particularly with 

regard to animals. For me, it is self-evident that they, like humans, possess a soul 

and have been created as unique individuals with personalities and loving hearts. As 

the personification of God’s unconditional love, they are living, breathing beings 

who are capable of experiencing joy, fear, pain and suffering. The Bible shows us 

that living a cruelty-free life was part of God’s original, peaceful plan in the Garden 

of Eden where man ate plants and lived in harmony with his animal companions. 

The 5th Commandment clearly forbids the taking of another’s life, the Beatitudes 

boldly proclaim, “Blessed are the merciful, for they will be shown mercy,” and Jesus 

expressly told his followers, “Love one another as God has loved you.” All of these 

things clearly show that love, peace and compassion are of the utmost importance to 

God. 

 As Catholics, we are taught to value life, help the defenceless, and show 

mercy to those who are suffering. No one is more deserving of our mercy and help 

than the countless farm animals who are unable to speak for themselves.  

Slaughtered daily in our world, they are the nameless millions who, without legal 

rights, have no value except for their place on supermarket shelves.  Deprived of 

love and affection, they are raised in filthy, cramped conditions, torn from their 

mothers at birth, and subjected to the excruciating “standard practices” of de-

beaking, castration, tail cutting, and tooth clipping, all of which are performed 

without painkillers. These innocent creatures are tortured, vulnerable, and forgotten 

beings whose lives are filled with nothing but misery from the moment they are born 

until they are electrically-prodded to their horrific deaths. Abused for their milk and 

eggs, killed for their flesh and stripped of their skins, such animals are brought into 

this world simply to live a nightmare existence and suffer a terrifying death, all for 

the sake of satisfying people’s palates and desire for their hides. No one can justify 

causing this suffering. How could such atrocities possibly be pleasing to an all-

loving and all-merciful God? 
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 Instead of looking away and shielding my eyes from the animals’ pain, my 

Catholic faith calls upon me to fully recognize such heinous acts and try to stop 

them. As such, I am compelled to work for justice and to be the animals’ voice in 

this cold-hearted world. I live my faith by being an animal rights advocate who 

promotes veganism as a beautiful, healthy, and cruelty-free lifestyle. I abstain from 

eating meat and dairy because I have no right to take the life of another nor the milk 

that mothers specifically produced for their own offspring. I only use personal care 

products and cleaning solutions which are not tested on animals because causing 

pain and suffering to another living being is wrong, and I do not purchase clothing 

made from leather, fur, wool or down because our Creator gave me my own skin to 

wear. This is how I affirm the sanctity of life and exemplify Christ’s teachings. 

 The vegan lifestyle allows me to live my Catholic faith with a clear 

conscience in knowing that I am not causing pain and suffering to another living 

being or enriching those who commit such atrocities. I am not perfect, but I am 

doing the best I can to cause the least amount of harm to others.  In doing so, I 

affirm the preciousness of life and strive to live in accordance with Christ’s 

teachings. ֍ 
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Vegan Brownies 

These are very gooey but if you want your brownies a little more solid you can cook 

them longer than the recommended time. Feel free to add your own additions like 

hazelnuts, walnuts or sunflower seeds.   Credit: allrecipes.co.uk 

Ingredients  

Serves: 16   

 
250g plain flour  
 
350g demerara sugar  
 
65g plain cocoa powder  
 
1 tsp baking powder  
 
1 tsp salt  
 
250ml water  
 
250ml vegetable oil  
 
1 tsp vanilla extract 

Method 

Prep:5min  ›  Cook:20min  ›  Extra time:5min  ›  

Ready in:30min   

 

1.  Preheat the oven to 180 C / Gas mark 4. 

 

2. In a large bowl, stir together the flour, sugar, 

cocoa powder, baking powder and salt. Pour in 

water, vegetable oil and vanilla; mix until well 

blended. Spread evenly in a 23x33cm (9x13 in) 

baking tin. 

 

3. Bake for 25 to 30 minutes in the preheated 

oven, until the top is no longer shiny. Let cool for 

at least 10 minutes before cutting into squares. 
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 Vegan Cupcakes 

Ingredients  

Makes: 18 cupcakes  

1 tablespoon apple cider  
vinegar  
 
330ml almond milk  
 
250g plain flour  
 
200g caster sugar  
 
2 teaspoons baking powder  
 
1/2 teaspoon baking soda  
 
1/2 teaspoon salt  
 
120ml melted coconut oil  
 
1 1/4 teaspoons vanilla extract 

Credit: allrecipes.co.uk 

Method 

Prep:10min  ›  Cook:15min  ›  Ready in:25min   

1. Preheat oven to 180 C / Gas 4. Line two muffin 

tins with 18 paper cases. 

2. Pour the apple cider vinegar into a measuring jug. 

Fill with almond milk to make 350ml. Let stand 

until curdled, about 5 minutes. 

3. In a large bowl, combine the flour, sugar, baking 

powder, bicarb and salt. In a separate bowl, whisk 

together the almond milk mixture, coconut oil and 

vanilla. Pour the wet ingredients into the dry 

ingredients and stir just until blended. Spoon the 

mixture into the prepared cases, dividing evenly. 

4. Bake in the preheated oven until the tops spring 

back when lightly pressed, 15 to 20 minutes. Cool in 

the tin set over a wire rack. When cool, arrange the 

cupcakes on a serving platter. Ice with your 

favourite icing, if liked. 
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Global Healing Meeting 
 

Virginia Bell 

 

Global Healing is the Catholic Church's response to the Pope's Encyclical 

Laudato Si’.  It encourages us to make changes in our lifestyles so as to help 

reverse the damage mankind is causing to the planet and its inhabitants. 

 Some CCA members will have organised or attended a Global Healing event. 

For those who haven’t, this is a brief account of the Global Healing meeting that I 

organised for our local parishes in March, which I hope will encourage others to 

organise a similar event in their own parish. Where I live, 

five parishes are united into one ‘cluster’, and share a 

Newsletter. This simplifies advertising an event. An item 

was put into the Newsletter and leaflets and a poster were 

left at the back of five churches.  About 30 people turned 

up.  

 The refreshments I provided were vegan, and where 

possible organic and fair trade, to fit in with the message 

of Global Healing. There was tea, coffee, fruit juice, 

sausage rolls, garlic pizza, crisps, cakes, biscuits and buns. 

So people who had never tried vegan food were given a 

taste of it, and found it to be enjoyable. 

 Among the leaflets displayed were copies of the Laudato Si’ Pledge for 

people to sign and put up on their home noticeboard or fridge. Also copies of the 

‘Live Laudato Si’ (‘live’ rhyming with ‘give’) sheet which suggests things we can 

do to help reverse global damage. Both of these can be downloaded from the Global 

Healing website. All leaflets were free, including my old back copies of The Ark. 

Laudato Si’ books were available at a subsidised price, and five copies were sold. 

 The room was set up according to my directions by the very obliging events 

supervisor at the venue. We had a few tables with chairs set around them, so that 

people could have somewhere to put their cups and plates down and watch the film 

while eating and drinking. This saved time. Also the tables were a convenient way 

of splitting people into small groups for the discussions.  The event was 7pm to 

9pm, and everything had to be timed so that the event would end on time. To do 

this, I strictly followed a programme which I had written out beforehand.  

 When people arrived, they picked up some refreshments and took them to a 

table. The priest welcomed everyone, then we watched the main film, which was 33 

minutes long and had two pauses for discussion, during which people chatted with 

others from their table about the issues that had been presented. 

———————— 

I think that starting a 

parish Global 

Healing group should 

be the aim of the 

event, so as to bring 

the message of 

Laudato Si into 

parish life.  

———————— 
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 The second film, called Practical Response, was 15 minutes long and also 

had pauses for discussion. There were two suggestions which I took particular note 

of – one was to have a vegan recipe in the Sunday Newsletter, which would be 

suitable during Lent. The other was to plant trees around the churches. 

 At the end, the priest thanked everyone for coming, and I asked anyone who 

might be interested in joining a parish Global Healing group to email me. I repeated 

this invitation in a follow-up item in the Sunday Newsletter. 

 I think that starting a parish Global Healing group should be the aim of the 

event, so as to bring the message of Laudato Si into parish life. Some people have 

responded, so a Global Healing group will definitely be set up. 

 I’ve learned from my experience. Next time there will be pens and sugar 

paper for writing down suggestions as to what individuals and parishes can do to be 

greener. These suggestions can then be given to a Global Healing group or to the 

parish priest to take things forward. Also I would play the main film without any 

pauses or discussions, which would provide the necessary background information. 

Then play the Practical Response film with its pauses and discussions. This format 

would encapsulate all that was necessary while conserving time. Another possibility 

is to have two sessions; one for the main film and a separate meeting for the 

Practical Response film. 

 I hope I’ve got across how easy it was to organise the event. As far as 

refreshments are concerned, just tea, coffee and biscuits would be adequate. Or 

people can be asked to bring and share vegetarian/vegan food. And instead of 

having leaflets at the back of the church, just the priest mentioning it at Masses 

would be enough to advertise the event.  Expenses can be kept to a minimum, which 

the parish will be willing to pay.  ֍ 
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News from the Animal Interfaith Alliance (AIA) 
 

Barbara Gardner 

I’m delighted to report that the first of a new Interfaith Celebration for 

Animals was held at the Cross Street Unitarian Chapel in Manchester last 

September. This follows the format of the original Interfaith Celebration for 

Animals, started 15 years ago by our own Rev. Feargus O’Connor at the Golders 

Green Unitarians which we continue to celebrate every year.  This year it was held 

on Saturday 22nd June. 

 

News from the Member Organisations 

We are very pleased to report on the new Vegan Centre which was built by our 

member organisation the Jewish Vegetarian Society (JVS) in Golders Green. They 

held a grand launch on Sunday 2nd June. We congratulate them on an amazing 

achievement in fundraising for and developing this wonderful new centre.  

 In January, Dr Christina Nellist, founder of Pan-Orthodox Concern for 

Animals presented a paper at a conference held by the International Orthodox 

Theological Association (IOTA) in Romania to discuss environmental issues.  

Natalia Doran, who wrote in the last Ark, also attended the conference and presented 

a paper on the work of Urban Squirrels, the organisation she set up to rescue  

squirrels.   

Manchester Interfaith Celebration for Animals 
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St Francis 

AIA News 

I am delighted to welcome Dr Richard Ryder as AIA’s new President. He was 

proposed by our Chair, Rev. Feargus O’Connor and unanimously elected to the 

position at the AGM last November. We would like to thank Satish Kumar for a 

sterling five years as our first President and we are delighted that Satish remains a 

patron of AIA.  Richard would like to thank AIA members who write to their MPs 

protesting against animal cruelty. 

 I would like to thank Thom Bonneville of QCA, who stood down as a 

director at the last AGM. Thom worked extremely hard in his role and will be sorely 

missed. I am delighted that Judith Wilkings will continue to represent QCA on the 

AIA board. I am also sorry that Harshad Sanghrajka had to step down from the 

board this year due to ill health.  Harshad represented the Institute of Jainology of 

which he was Deputy Chair and brought great Jain wisdom to the board.  We send 

him our warmest wishes for a speedy recovery. Keval Shah of Jain Vegans, who 

recently joined the board, will continue to bring us that much valued Jain wisdom. 

 A couple of years ago AIA made a small financial contribution to the 

Compassion Project to make a faith based film about compassion to animals. The 

film ‘A Prayer for Compassion’ is now out.  

 AIA’s Campaigns Secretary, Marian Hussenbux, continues to work hard, 

campaigning on behalf of AIA and all 

its member organisations on many 

animal welfare issues around the world.  

I thank her very much for this and also 

Sheila Thomas, AIA’s membership 

secretary, our Chair Rev. Feargus 

O’Connor and our directors. I thank all 

of the AIA’s member organisations, 

which we consider to be our family, for 

all their sterling work to help extend the 

circle of compassion and make the 

world a kinder place for all living 

beings.  

 For more on the work of our 

member organisations and AIA’s 

campaigning activities please see the 

Spring edition of Animal Spirit which 

can be found on the website at : 

www.animal-interfaith-alliance.com. ֍ 
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Have Your Say! 

Bullfighting 

Dear CCA, 

 

I do thank you for the Ark and I want to highlight the fact that more than 

1,000 bulls are killed annually in French bullfights, the AFP news agency 

reports. Although bullfighting originated in neighbouring Spain, it took root in 

France a century and a half ago.   

 Since the 19th century, Spanish-style corridas have been increasingly popular 

in Southern France where they enjoy legal protection in areas where there is an 

uninterrupted tradition of such bull fights, particularly during holidays such as 

Whitsun or Easter. 

 Among France's most important venues for bullfighting are the ancient 

Roman arenas of Nîmes http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N%C3%AEmes>andArles, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arles, although there are bull rings across the South 

from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic coasts. So, bullfighting takes place in only10 

per cent of the French national territory but it's unbearable. Despite the fact that the 

penal code clearly recognises bullfights as “cruel acts and serious ill treatments 

towards  animals” (article 521-1), bullfighting is allowed to continue in this 

minority area as an ‘uninterrupted local tradition’.  

 In 2012, France's Constitutional Council, a top legal authority, has rejected a 

plea from  animal rights campaigners to ban bullfighting. The campaigners wanted  

the fights categorised as cruelty to animals but the judges said the "traditional" 

fights, held in areas of southern France, "do not harm people's protected 

constitutional rights".  Although polls suggested as many as two-thirds of the French 

electorate want a ban, it goes on and it's really a shame for my country and its 

institutions.  

 CRAC Europe (Comité Radical Anti-Corrida), a French anti-bullfighting 

group is calling for a ban on bullfighting schools and the training of minors in 

bullfighting in France, calling it “a form of legal barbarism”. It is especially 

opposed to schools that offer bullfighting classes to young people aged 7 to 20. It 

said the activity was “dangerous, and exposes young people to animal mistreatment 

and insensitivity.”  It's difficult to change but in France we are in a majority in 

wanting to have the  aim of banning bullfighting altogether. 

 

Best wishes,    

Nadia   

80090 - Amiens           

FRANCE 
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Have Your Say! 

Reiki for Animals 

 

Dear CCA, 

 

The Spring 2019 edition of The Ark 

contained an article about using a 

“complementary therapy” named 

‘Reiki’ to help in the healing of 

animals. Some people say that such 

methods are helpful to humans. Anyone 

who is interested in this should read a 

book entitled Y oga, Tai Chi, Reiki: a 

Guide for Christians, by Max Sculley. 

 

Anthony Hofler 
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Have Your Say! 

Reiki for Animals 

 

Dear CCA, 

I was moved but also very 

concerned about the article by 

Baxter Animal Care promoting 

Reiki for animals. 

 Reiki is being widely 

promoted at the moment, within the 

health service and also the Church. I 

have looked into it and had no 

qualms about refusing it when 

attending a hospice. It seems it is 

basically a system of channelling, 

and practitioners have to go through 

a process of initiation, using secret 

symbols.  It is Eastern in origin.   

 I cannot sift through all I have 

read, but the Maranatha Community 

have issued a broadsheet warning against it.  This was sufficient to convince me I 

should reject it. It is available by googling maranatha + reiki.  A more academically 

rigourous paper by one Dr Gareth Leyshon entitled A Catholic Critique of the 

Healing Art of Reiki is available by link from the same website . 

 Dr Leyshon concludes, "Reiki practitioners believe they are invoking a 

spiritual energy, ‘ki’, which has healing properties ..... they attempt to manipulate 

‘ki’ in the belief that it is spiritual ...  The ‘holiness’ of Reiki depends on whether or 

not it can be shown to honour and call on the Triune God to the exclusion of all 

other spiritual powers; since this cannot be demonstrated, the exercise of Reiki 

constitutes a sin of ‘tempting God’ and is unholy. The practice of Reiki therefore 

constitutes a forbidden manipulation of spiritual powers, and renders both 

practitioner and client vulnerable to attack by evil spirits. The rejection of Reiki 

poses numerous pastoral problems..." (including offering deliverance and Christian 

healing ministry and education). 

 Is this what we want for our animals?  I used to pray for my dog when she 

was poorly, and she seemed to appreciate it. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Rosemarie Richardson 
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Have Your Say! 

Urban Squirrels  

Dear CCA, 

 I was appalled to read of Natalia Doran’s work for ‘Urban Squirrels’.  

Britain’s native red squirrels were attacked and in most of England wiped out by 

large grey squirrels brought from America.  These grey invaders have spread north 

and carry diseases to which they appear to be immune but which are fatal to red 

squirrels. 

 This hawkish article about ‘cute’ grey squirrels is misleading.  Some editorial 

censorship would have been welcome. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Sharon Lewis 

Red Squirrel with squirrel pox 
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The Phyllis Mary Trust 

 

Do you run a small, struggling  

animal rescue centre or sanctuary? 
 

If so, CCA’s Phyllis Mary Trust  

has funds that could help to support it 

 

Please see the CCA website for an application form  

at www.catholic-animals.com/activities/helping-samll-sanctuaries/ 

 

Or contact  Dr Deborah Jones  

at deborahjark@aol,com 
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 Ark Crossword - Number 48  

David Bates 

 

Solution to Last Crossword No. 47 
 

Across: 1 Coaster , 5 Ablaze, 10 Semi, 11 Behind bars, 12 Cargos, 13 Needless, 14 

Employees, 16 Anna, 17 Dink, 18 Off-the-peg, 22 Relative, 23 Palace, 25 Rattletrap, 

26 Sips, 27 E-print, 28 Annoyed.  

 

Down: 2 Overarm, 3 Sting, 4 Embassy, 6 Bonces, 7 Ambulance, 8 Eurasia, 9 Change 

of heart, 15 Lancaster, 17 Due date, 19 Topspin, 20 Escapee, 21 Gideon, 24 Lasso. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9

10

11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18 19

20 21 22

23 24

25 26
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Across 

 

 1 Name band leader losing head 

covering (5) 

 4 See 16 

 8 Persuades Mrs Dias to change (7) 

 9 Somehow over tea indulged too 

much (7) 

 11 Help stadium tradition (10) 

 12 Inch towards the side (4) 

 13 Understood the instruction for the 

bird to fly (3,2) 

 14 Aerosol container perhaps holding 

paint (5,3) 

16/4 Vindaloo and rice concoction for an 

Italian (8,0,2,5) 

 18 Paul Jones could be social (5) 

   20  Responsibility and  where it lies? (4) 

   21 Pretty pleasing (10) 

   23  It fixes shocks on the racetrack (7)   

 24 You may visit here before and after 

your holiday (7) 

 25 Less mad bewitching women (7) 

 26 Jog naked around front garden (5) 

Down 

 

1 Tara, I was upset with Indian side 

dish (5) 

2 Complete cover (7) 

3 Fractionally on top (9) 

5 Colourful number vied, losing 

energy (5) 

6 Where young children are sent to 

grow? (7) 

7 Join up part of the target nicely (9) 

10 Baby animals caught out second 

group of young boys (3,6) 

13 A meadow belong to Denmark? 

(9) 

15 Ration aid for a type of warmth (9) 

17 Must Ron dispense medicine? (7) 

19  Donate penny to get wad of paper 

(7) 

21 A vile cocktail, full of energy (5) 

22 Oversee content for part of hymn 

(5) 

Crossword Clues 

 

Prayer 
 

God, who made all the earth and every living creature, help us, we pray, to treat 

the animals entrusted in our care with respect and kindness.  Encourage us to 

value our sense of fellowship with our brothers and sisters the animals, who, like 

us, have been given this earth as their home. Teach us to act with compassion and 

encourage us in helping to preserve your world and all the creatures who share 

this planet with us. 
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Obituary 
 

Doris Day 

 

 

American film star and singer 

Doris Day died at her California 

home on 13th May 2019 at the 

age of 97.  As a vegetarian, she 

had been in good health all her 

life until she recently contracted a 

serious case of pneumonia. 

 Following a glittering 

career in show business, starring 

in films such as Calamity Jane, 

she devoted herself to animal 

welfare and founded several 

foundations. In 1971 she co-

founded Actors and Others for 

Animals and appeared in 

newspaper advertisements 

denouncing the wearing of fur.  In 

1978 she founded the Doris Day 

Animal Foundation (DDAF) 

whose mission is to help animals and the people who love them and in 1987 she 

founded the Doris Day Animal League (DDAL), a lobbying organisation whose 

mission is to reduce pain and suffering and protect animals through legislative 

initiatives.  She regularly lobbied the US Congress in support of legislation to 

safeguard animals.  In 1995 she originated the Spay Day USA .  In 2006 DDAL 

merged with the Humane Society which now manages Spay Day USA. In 2011 she 

donated $250,000 towards the founding of the Doris Day Horse Rescue and Adoption 

Centre in Texas. 

 Her films included Tea for Two, Lullaby on Broadway, April in Paris, By the 

Light of the Silvery Moon, Calamity Jane and Young at Heart.  After her film  career 

she stared on television in her own show The Doris Day Show from 1968-1973.  In 

1985 she launched another TV series Doris Day’s Best Friends to express her love 

for animals. 

Barbara Gardner 
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The Compassion Projects’  
 

film  
 

A  

PRAYER  

FOR COMPASSION  
 

is out now 

 

The trailer can be viewed online and the full length film is being 

screened around the world at different venues. 
 

For further details go to: 

 

Mainstreamvegan.net/a-prayer-for-compassion/ 
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Events 2019 

 

September 2019 

CCA’s Ecumenical Animal Welfare Retreat - 3rd September  - 6th September at 

Hinsley Hall, Leeds.  See advert on back page for further details. 

 

October 2019 

ASWA’s Service for Animal Welfare Sunday - Sunday 4th October at St James, 

Piccadilly at 11.00am.  Jeremy Fletcher is preaching. 

 

Animal Blessing and Thanksgiving Service for Pets - Saturday 12th October at 

2.00pm, St Martin’s Church, Mortimer Road, Kensal Green, London, NW10 5SN.  

See page 72 for further details. 

 

November 2019 

CCA’s AGM - Saturday 2nd November  at 1.00pm at St Joseph ’s Hall, 

Brompton Oratory.  There will also be a Solemn Mass at 11.00am in the Oratory. 

See page 74 for further details. 

 

ASWA’s Remembrance Service on Remembrance Day - Sunday 10th November 

at 3.00pm at the Animals in War Memorial, Park Lane, London. All welcome! 

 

 

Regular Events 

Pope Francis’ World Day of Prayer for the Care of Creation – Every 1st 

September 

 

World Animal Day – Every 4th October www.worldanimalday.org.uk 

 

Meatless Pledge Day – Every 25 November (Sadhu Vaswani’s birthday).   

 

Meditation for Non-Humans – Every Sunday at 5pm– Quaker Concern for 

Animals holds an interfaith or no faith meditation for named/unnamed non-humans. 

We hold them all in love and light and send healing.  Details on http://www.quaker-

animals.co.uk 
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Membership Form 

Registered Charity No 231022 
 

Life membership £200; Annual membership £20 

Overseas Life Membership £300; Annual Membership £30 

 

Please send the completed page to the Membership Secretary (not your bank): 

Sarah Dunning 43 St John’s Road, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD17 1QB. 

 Email: sariae1@googlemail.com 

  

I wish to join / renew / become a life member / & donate (please circle) 

 

Please either send a cheque made out to ‘CCA’ or complete the following Bankers Order Form. 

Please tick here for the Gift Aid scheme if you pay UK Income Tax or Capital Gains tax ___.   

 

Bankers Order Form 

To (name of your Bank/Building Society)………………………………………………….……… 

Bank’s Address …………………………………………………………………………..………… 

…………………………………………………………………. Post Code ……………………… 

My account number is…………………………………………... Sort Code …………………… 

I would like to give the sum of £……………….. on the 1st day of each month / year 

Starting on ……....…/……….… (month / year) until further notice in writing, to  

Account number 00006345 of Catholic Concern for Animals, at Cafcash (40-52-40), Kings Hill, 

West Malling, Kent, ME19 4TA. 

  

Name & Address (in block capitals please) (Rev / Mr / Mrs / Ms / ……...) 

…………………………………………………….…………………………………………….… 

………………………………………………………….………………………………….……… 

………………………………………………………………. Post/zip code: ……………………. 

Email address: ……………………………………….…………………………………………… 

Date……………………………       Signed: ……………………….…………………… 

 

CCA will retain the personal information provided on this form as long as you remain a 

subscriber. We will update it whenever we hear from you that changes are needed. Unless you 

give us permission, we can do nothing other than keep it safe.  

Please mark here to let us know that we have your permission to contact you: 

[   ] By email regarding membership matters (e.g. annual renewal) 

[   ] By post regarding membership matters (e.g. annual renewal) 

[   ] By email to send The Ark magazine 
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